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Self-assembled M₁₂L₂₄ nanospheres as a reaction vessel to facilitate a dinuclear Cu(Ⅰ) catalyzed cyclization reaction†

Sergio Gonell, a Xavier Caumes, a Nicole Orth, b Ivana Ivanović-Burmazović b and Joost. N. H. Reek c * a

The application of large M₁₂L₂₄ nanospheres allows the pre-concentration of catalysts to reach high local concentrations, facilitating reactions that proceed through dinuclear mechanisms. The mechanism of the copper(Ⅰ)-catalyzed cyclization of 4-pentynoic acid has been elucidated by means of a detailed mechanistic study. The kinetics of the reaction show a higher order in copper, indicating the formation of a bis-Cu intermediate as the key rate determining step of the reaction. This intermediate was further identified during catalysis by CIS-HRMS analysis of the reaction mixture. Based on the mechanistic findings, an M₁₂L₂₄ nanosphere was applied that can bind up to 12 copper catalysts by hydrogen bonding. This pre-organization of copper catalysts in the nanosphere results in a high local concentration of copper leading to higher reaction rates and turnover numbers as the dinuclear pathway is favored. Performing one-pot tandem reactions using two different spheres with catalysts that are usually not compatible. A we used M₁₂L₂₄ nanospheres as reaction vessels in which extremely high local concentration of gold chloride complexes (1 M) resulted in increased reactivity. In subsequent work we generated guanidinium functionalized M₁₂L₂₄ nanospheres in which both the sulfonated catalyst and carboxylate containing substrates could be pre-concentrated, hence coined the nano-concentrator, leading to rate acceleration. We also demonstrated that pre-concentrating ruthenium complexes for electrochemical water oxidation greatly enhanced the reaction rate as this reaction proceeds via a dinuclear mechanism. We were interested if such a pre-concentration effect would generally work for reactions that operate via a dinuclear mechanism, and as such, wanted to extend this chemistry to other reactions. Transformations such as the Copper-catalysed Azide Alkyne Cyclisation (CuAAC) and the Kinugasa reaction are known to proceed through dinuclear mechanisms; therefore, we hypothesized that copper catalyzed cyclization of alkyne acids may also proceed via a dinuclear pathway. There are only a few papers reported so far on this reaction, and the current reported protocols show that in general, high catalyst loadings are required to get significant conversion. This reaction is mostly studied using complexes based on noble metals such as Ru, Ir, Rh, Pd, Pt, Ag or Au, and in these examples the mechanism is mononuclear, if reported at all. For the copper catalyzed cyclization no mechanistic studies have been developed. Here we report a bench stable Xantphos based Cu(Ⅰ) catalyst for the cyclization of 4-pentynoic acid. A detailed mechanistic study of this reaction indicates that the reaction...
follows a dinuclear mechanism. The second order in copper catalyst explains that the reported protocols require high catalyst loadings to get substantial conversion. In order to accelerate this reaction, the application of the guanidinium based \( \text{M}_{12}\text{L}_{24} \) nanosphere has been applied, allowing the pre-organization of copper complexes (based on sulfonated Xantphos) to increase the local concentration of the catalyst. An increase of the reaction rate by a factor of 50 is observed in going from 1 catalyst to 12 catalysts per sphere. This strategy allows the reaction to proceed at relatively low overall catalyst loading, leading to high yields of the product.

### Results and discussion

Inspired by recent examples of Cu(I) catalysts based on the Xantphos ligand, we were interested in its possible application in the cyclization of alkyne acids. The wide bite-angle of this ligand has proven to provide good catalytic properties to Cu(I) complexes for different transformations.\(^{21}\) A simple reaction of the Xantphos ligand with copper(i) or (ii) acetate in THF leads to clean formation of the desired complexes (XantphosCu(i) and XantphosCu(ii)) respectively, Fig. 1 in quantitative yield. Both complexes are bench stable and were fully characterized by a combination of techniques (see the ESI† for details).

To evaluate the catalytic activity of the copper Xantphos complexes in cyclization reactions, 4-pentynoic acid (1) was chosen as a benchmark substrate. The reactions were carried out at room temperature, in deuterated acetonitrile and monitored by NMR spectroscopy for 24 hours (Table 1; see Fig. S41 in the ESI† for more details). In all cases the 5-member ring lactone (2) was obtained as the only product. In the absence of a base the reaction is slow and only low yields are observed after 24 hours (entry 1 to 4). However, in the presence of triethylamine (Et\(_3\)N) as a base, an increased yield of the reaction from low to moderate was achieved when XantphosCu(i) was applied (entry 5). In all experiments the copper(i) based catalyst provided higher yields than its copper(ii) analogue, underlining the importance of the oxidation state of the metal in the reactivity of the catalyst. It is important to notice that for both oxidation states, Xantphos complexes were more active than the copper acetate in the absence of any ligand.

After having established that XantphosCu(i) under basic conditions gave the highest conversion we decided to investigate more thoroughly the kinetic parameters of the reaction through monitoring the conversion over time for reactions with various starting concentrations of the base and catalyst (see ESI Fig. S42–S44†).

In all experiments the conversion increased linearly with time in the first phase of the reaction. At higher conversion, the reaction rate increased even further, indicating a small negative order in substrate. From these data, the observed rate constants for the various experiments were calculated (\(-k_{\text{obs}}\) slope of the representation; see Fig. 2). The following empirical rate equation for the reaction was established, which notably shows a higher order in the copper catalyst; \( r = k [1]^{2}[\text{Et}_3\text{N}]^{2}[\text{XantphosCu(i)}]^2 \).

The second order kinetics in catalyst concentration suggests that a dinuclear species is involved in the rate-determining step of the reaction, ergo two copper complexes are necessary for the reaction to proceed efficiently. Dinuclear activation has also been reported for other copper catalyzed reactions. For example, the copper-catalyzed azide–alkyne cycloaddition (CuAAC) has been reported to proceed via a dinuclear

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Conditions(^{a})</th>
<th>Yield(^{b}) (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>XantphosCu(i)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>XantphosCu(ii)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>CuOAc</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Cu(OAc)(_2)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5(^c)</td>
<td>XantphosCu(i) + Et(_3)N</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6(^c)</td>
<td>XantphosCu(ii) + Et(_3)N</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7(^c)</td>
<td>CuOAc + Et(_3)N</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8(^c)</td>
<td>Cu(OAc)(_2) + Et(_3)N</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}\) Reaction conditions: [1] = 10 mM, [Cu] = 0.5 mM, CD\(_3\)CN, RT, 24 h. 
\(^{b}\) Yield determined by \(^1\)H NMR spectroscopy using 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene as an internal standard. 
\(^{c}\) [Et\(_3\)N] = 1.5 mM.

![Fig. 1](image1.jpg)  
**Fig. 1** Structure of XantphosCu(i) and XantphosCu(ii).

![Fig. 2](image2.jpg)  
**Fig. 2** Dependence of the \( k_{\text{obs}} \) of the cyclization of 4-pentynoic acid with the concentration of XantphosCu(i) \( (k_{\text{obs}} \) obtained from Fig. S44 in the ESI†).
mechanism in which the alkyne is $\pi$-activated by two different copper metals.\textsuperscript{12} It is interesting to note that in the few reported examples of Cu(I) catalyzed cyclization of acetylenic acids, the catalyst loading necessary to achieve good yields is high (10 mol%).\textsuperscript{14e–f} The second order dependency on copper catalyst explains why high concentration of catalysts is required in these protocols.

To further study the reaction mechanism, a catalytic reaction was performed with a deuterated alkyne as the substrate (Fig. 3b, and S45 in the ESI\textsuperscript{†}). If the reaction would proceed exclusively via $\pi$-activation, only one deuterated product would be expected to form. However, from the experiment it is clear that deuterium ends in both cis and trans positions with respect to the oxygen of the product (Fig. 3b), thus indicating that the reaction proceeds via a $\sigma$-copper complex. This implies that with XantphosCu(I) only terminal alkynes can be activated, and indeed, a reaction with an internal alkyne (4-hexynoic acid) as the substrate did not lead to any conversion. In order to obtain information on the resting state of the catalyst, the catalytic reaction was monitored by $^{31}$P NMR for 24 hours. Only one peak was observed, which is attributed to the copper acetate complex, suggesting that the resting state is a XantphosCu(pentynoate) species (ESI, Fig. S46\textsuperscript{†}).

A plausible mechanism based on these data is displayed in Fig. 3a. The reaction starts with XantphosCu(pentynoate) A, identified as the resting state, that with a second copper complex forms intermediate B, in which the alkyne is $\pi$-activated. A base is required to convert this species into a $\sigma$-activated complex that we tentatively have attributed to C (not detected in this study), which is the rate determining step of the reaction with the formation of the di-copper complex at pre-equilibrium. These steps of the mechanism are in agreement with the positive order in base, and the second order in XantphosCu(I) determined in the kinetic study. After intramolecular attack, intermediate D is formed, which yields the product and intermediate A, after protodemetalation with the acidic substrate. Further evidence for the mechanism of the reaction was achieved by in situ CSI-HRMS\textsuperscript{23} (Coldspray Ionization High Resolution Mass Spectrometry, Fig. 3c and S47–S49 in the ESI\textsuperscript{†}) experiments to identify possible intermediates. Intermediates A and C are neutral and therefore not visible in the MS spectra; however, [XantphosCu]+ and intermediate B are both observed. The major peak in the mass spectra corresponds to [XantphosCu]+ which may partly stem from intermediate A after substrate loss. Importantly, the detection of intermediate B (Fig. 3c and S49 in the ESI\textsuperscript{†}) strongly supports the proposed mechanism displayed in Fig. 3a.

As the reaction mechanism proceeds via a dinuclear intermediate, explaining the second order in the copper catalyst, we anticipated that this reaction could be facilitated by using a supramolecular strategy that pre-organizes the copper catalysts. Therefore we hypothesized that our previously reported nano-concentrator\textsuperscript{10,11} could be used to achieve high local concentrations of copper catalyst to accelerate the rate of the cyclization reaction. This type of assembly strongly binds sulfonated guests; thus a sulfonated analogue of XantphosCu(i) (SXantphosCu(i), Scheme 1b) was synthesized and fully characterized (see the ESI\textsuperscript{†} for details).

The ability of the guanidinium spheres to encapsulate the SXantphosCu(i) catalyst was studied by diffusion-ordered NMR spectroscopy (DOSY). DOSY spectra were recorded for solutions containing the sphere and different amounts of SXantphosCu(i). In all the cases the spectra showed that the signals corresponding to the catalysts had the same $D$ value as those belonging to the sphere (log $D = -9.6 \text{ m}^2 \text{ s}^{-1}$), indicating strong binding of the guest copper complex to the guanidinium moieties in the sphere (see Fig. S1–S2 in the ESI\textsuperscript{†}). When more than 12 equivalents of SXantphosCu(i) were added to the solution...

---

**Fig. 3** (a) Proposed mechanism for the cyclization of 1 by XantphosCu(i) through dinuclear intermediates, (b) deuterium labeling experiment and $^1$H NMR spectrum after 24 h of reaction, showing the mixture of products (for reaction conditions see ESI Fig. S45\textsuperscript{†}), (c) CSI-HRMS of the reaction mixture showing the peaks belonging to intermediates [XantphosCu]+ and B, together with the isotopic pattern of the peak corresponding to B (up experimental spectrum, down simulated spectrum; for detailed spectra and reaction conditions see ESI Fig. S47–S49\textsuperscript{†}).
The yield is lower than in the control experiment in the absence of TBAOTf. For reaction conditions see Table S3. When the number of catalysts per sphere (at an overall constant copper concentration) is on average between 1 and 6, the TOF$_{ini}$ increases almost linearly from 0.033 to 1.29 (Fig. 4). Increasing the number of Cu complexes further from 6 to 12 only slightly raises the TOF$_{ini}$ to 1.50. Intrigued by those two kinetic regimes, we sought to probe the influence of the substrate and base concentration on the reaction rate. The influence of the base on the kinetics depends on the copper catalyst loading in the nanospheres (Fig. S51–S52 in the ESI†) and a partial order in the base was observed for 6 and 12 Cu per sphere. We also compared the TOF$_{ini}$ as a function of the initial substrate concentration for the free complex XantphosCu(i) and the system at the highest local concentration (XantphosCu(i) + Cu/sphere = 12) (Fig. 5). For XantphosCu(i), the TOF$_{ini}$ remains the same in the window of substrate concentrations studied, in line with the earlier observed kinetics. Interestingly, an increase of the TOF$_{ini}$ is observed when the reaction is performed with 12 XantphosCu(i) in the nano-concentrator until 15 mM of I is achieved. Further increase of substrate concentration resulted in a decrease of TOF$_{ini}$ most likely as a result of cage precipitation. Importantly, the increase in TOF$_{ini}$ with substrate concentration demonstrates that the kinetics has changed, now following $r = k[1][Et3N]^x$, as the di-nuclear step is occurring.

![Scheme 1](image)

**Scheme 1** (a) Synthesis of nanospheres endohedrally functionalized with guanidinium groups. (b) Encapsulation of SXantphosCu(i) (TBA = tetrabutyl ammonium) in the nano-concentrator.

containing sphere, precipitation was observed, in agreement with our previous observations with mono-sulfonated guests. The binding between the spheres and SXantphosCu(i) was further confirmed by CSI-HRMS. The spectra corresponding to mixtures of the Pd$_{12}$L$_{24}$ sphere with different amounts of guest (4 and 12) show the presence of different species of type [Pd$_{12}$L$_{24}$–xOTf + ySXantphosCu(i)]$^{(3–y)}$ (Fig. S3–S40 in the ESI,† y = 3–6 when 4 equivalents of guest are present and y = 8–13 for 12 equivalents).

After having established that copper complexes can be pre-concentrated in nanospheres endohedrally functionalized with guanidinium groups, we explored the effect of changing the local concentration of copper catalysts in catalysis, while keeping the overall copper catalyst concentration constant. In line with a dinuclear mechanism, the lowest reaction rate (and yield) is observed when the lowest local concentration of SXantphosCu(i) within the nanosphere is used (Fig. 4 and in ESI Table S3 and Fig. S50†). When the copper/sphere ratio is one, the yield is lower than in the control experiment in the absence of the sphere (8% vs. 14%, Table S3 entry 1: Table S4, entry 2 in the ESI†). If the amount of SXantphosCu(i) per sphere is increased, both the yield and the reaction rate are much higher. A maximum of 80% yield of product 2 after 24 hours was achieved when the highest number of catalysts per sphere was used. Several control experiments confirmed that the role of the sphere is just to increase the local concentration of the catalyst and that other effects such as substrate pre-organization or the presence of guanidinium functional groups do not contribute to the increase in reaction rate (see Fig S41 and Table S4 in the ESI†).

The plot of both the TOF$_{ini}$ and the yield against the number of catalysts within the sphere shows two different regimes. When the number of catalysts per sphere (at an overall constant copper concentration) is on average between 1 and 6, the TOF$_{ini}$ increases almost linearly from 0.033 to 1.29 (Fig. 4). Increasing the number of Cu complexes further from 6 to 12 only slightly raises the TOF$_{ini}$ to 1.50. Intrigued by those two kinetic regimes, we sought to probe the influence of the substrate and base concentration on the reaction rate. The influence of the base on the kinetics depends on the copper catalyst loading in the nanospheres (Fig. S51–S52 in the ESI†) and a partial order in the base was observed for 6 and 12 Cu per sphere. We also compared the TOF$_{ini}$ as a function of the initial substrate concentration for the free complex XantphosCu(i) and the system at the highest local concentration (XantphosCu(i)/sphere = 12) (Fig. 5). For XantphosCu(i), the TOF$_{ini}$ remains the same in the window of substrate concentrations studied, in line with the earlier observed kinetics. Interestingly, an increase of the TOF$_{ini}$ is observed when the reaction is performed with 12 XantphosCu(i) in the nano-concentrator until 15 mM of I is achieved. Further increase of substrate concentration resulted in a decrease of TOF$_{ini}$ most likely as a result of cage precipitation. Importantly, the increase in TOF$_{ini}$ with substrate concentration demonstrates that the kinetics has changed, now following $r = k[1][Et3N]^x$, as the di-nuclear step is occurring.

![Fig. 4](image)

**Fig. 4** The yield and TOF$_{ini}$ as a function of the number of SXantphosCu(i) catalysts within the sphere, while keeping the total copper concentration constant. For reaction conditions see Table S3.†

![Fig. 5](image)

**Fig. 5** Dependency of the TOF$_{ini}$ on the substrate concentration at constant ratio [I]/[Et3N], when the XantphosCu(i) (red dots) is used or when 12 SXantphosCu(i) in the nanosphere are applied as the catalyst (black square). For reaction conditions see ESI Fig. S53.†
rapidly when the copper catalysts are pre-organized in the sphere.

At lower catalyst loading (1 mol%) higher TON can be reached when the reaction is carried out at 50 °C. The TON (mol product/mol Cu) of the reaction was 94 (24 h, 94% yield, see Table S5f) when the reaction is carried out in the presence of the nanoconcentrator, which is almost 2.5 times higher than the TON when XantphosCu(i) is used under the same reaction conditions (24 h, 37% yield, see Table S5). This again clearly demonstrates the effect of catalyst pre-organization for reactions that proceed via a dinuclear pathway.

Conclusions

In this contribution, we unraveled the mechanism of the Cu(i) (Xantphos) catalyzed cyclization of 4-pentynoic acid to the corresponding enol lactone. The reaction involves a bimetallic activation of the substrate, explaining why this type of reaction needs relatively high catalyst loading. Interestingly, pre-organization of copper catalysts based on SXanthphos (a sulfonated analogue) in a guanidinium functionalized M12L24 organization of copper catalysts based on SXanthphos demonstrates the efficacy of catalysts based on abundant transition metals.
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